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Abstract

Body weight–supported treadmill training (BWSTT) and robotic-assisted step training (RAST) have not, so far, led to better outcomes than a comparable dose of progressive over-ground training (OGT) for disabled persons with stroke, spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, or cerebral palsy. The conceptual bases for these promising rehabilitation interventions had once seemed quite plausible, but the results of well-designed, randomized clinical trials have been disappointing. The authors reassess the underpinning concepts for BWSTT and RAST, which were derived from mammalian studies of treadmill-induced hind-limb stepping associated with central pattern generation after low thoracic spinal cord transection, as well as human studies of the triple crown icons of task-oriented locomotor training, massed practice, and activity-induced neuroplasticity. The authors retrospectively consider where theory and practice may have fallen short in the pilot studies that aimed to produce thoroughbred interventions. Based on these shortcomings, the authors move forward with recommendations for the future development of workhorse interventions for walking. In the absence of evidence for physical therapists to employ these strategies, however, BWSTT and RAST should not be provided routinely to disabled, vulnerable persons in place of OGT outside of a scientifically conducted efficacy trial.
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Body weight–supported treadmill training (BWSTT), robotic-assistive step training (RAST), and associated techniques for locomotor training (LT) have not proven superior to exercise and progressive over-ground gait training (OGT) to improve walking for motor impaired patients with stroke, spinal cord injury (SCI), multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and cerebral palsy. This conclusion, based on scientifically conducted, randomized clinical trials (RCTs), is most disappointing.1

The authors bet heavily on BWSTT as a neurophysiologically sound strategy for moderate to severely impaired patients after SCI2 and stroke.3 After over a dozen years of mostly uncontrolled pilot studies and underpowered trials, we initiated and completed an adequately powered, multicenter RCT of BWSTT plus OGT for patients with recent traumatic, incomplete SCI who could still not walk without maximal assistance by 6 weeks after onset. We compared this strategy with conventional progressive OGT.4 In a second RCT, also supported by peer review and funding from the National Institutes of Health, we compared BWSTT with progressive exercise in the home that did not include any formal practice for walking, starting at either 2 or 6 months after stroke in highly disabled (walking speed <0.4 m/s) and moderately disabled (initial walking speed 0.4 to <0.8 m/s) hemiparetic participants.5 The participants were identified at the time of their inpatient rehabilitation, unlike earlier pilot studies of BWSTT, in which subjects were usually a convenience sample drawn from volunteers in the community. Baseline variability among groups in the Spinal Cord Injury Locomotor Trial (SCILT) and the Locomotor Experience Applied Post Stroke (LEAPS) trial was negligible, because the entry criteria had been well defined. The technique for the
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The conceptual bases for BWSTT included the responsiveness of lumbar central pattern generators (CPGs) to segmental afferent input, despite the loss of most or all supraspinal input to the lumbar motor pools. In addition, BWSTT seemed to epitomize the new icons of neurorehabilitation for motor learning—task-oriented training, progressive practice, and activity-dependent neuroplasticity. The same concepts supported the development of cleverly engineered, electromechanical RAST devices.

**Central Pattern Generators**

Animal models of complete low thoracic spinal cord transection strongly suggested that interneurons in the lumbar cord formed circuits for automatic, coordinated, alternating hind-limb flexion-extension. The spinal transected rats and cats could be trained to perform hind-limb stepping on a treadmill (TM) belt. This was accomplished with partial weight support via a body sling, often accompanied by initial rectal stimulation or pulling down on the tail to elicit leg extensor activity. The moving belt optimized hip extension of one limb at the end of stance and extensor loading in mid-stance of the other to drive automatic stepping. Electromyographic (EMG) activity and flexor-extensor muscle group kinematics kept pace with faster treadmill speeds in the mammals, consistent with the impact of peripheral sensory stimulation on CPGs. Later studies used epidural electrical stimulation as sensory input in spinalized rodents to elicit automatic steplike activity as well.

These animal studies did not determine how many of the lumbar motor pools to leg muscles were activated by CPGs. Were there enough to enable OG walking? Supraspinal inputs are necessary, of course, to initiate walking and set the level of activity of lower motor neurons needed for locomotion, as well as to manage equilibrium, adaptations to the environment, and coordinate thoughts and other goal-directed movements during gait. Not surprisingly, then, none of the trained mammals walked OG. They needed the drive of the TM belt, even though they could load their forelimbs to aid attempts at quadrupedal locomotion. So CPGs are a remarkable way to reduce the conscious neural work of the motor network, but experiments have not grappling with the likely insufficiency of isolated CPGs to manage bipedal OG gait.

Indeed, recent rodent experiments suggest that BWSTT may only improve OG locomotion in the presence of spared descending fibers. Evidence of conservation of CPGs in humans was found in occasional patients with clinically complete or severe SCI. When supine, these subjects demonstrated spontaneous lower extremity alternating flexor and extensor activity at about 0.5 to 1 Hz, often in association with hip pain,
pinch, or other external stimulation. The amplitude and coordination of firing of motor units in leg muscles were also found to increase after considerable BWSTT in people with complete and incomplete chronic SCI. The animal and human studies led to the suggestion that BWSTT might tap into this CPG subsystem and contribute to enable walking in highly impaired patients.

A recent case study also supported a human CPG as a target for rehabilitation. A subject with a chronic, motor complete SCI (sensation present below C7) spent 107 hours getting BWSTT in 175 sessions over 2 years. He was still unable to take steps. Then the research group implanted an epidural electrical pulse stimulator. By 80 sessions later, the device elicited enough tonic EMG firing during weight-supported standing to enable full weight support in a standing frame. Some low-amplitude EMG was then elicitable in the leg flexors and extensors during fully assisted stepping with BWSTT, but the subject did not take steps. Remarkably, when supine, the subject was now able to produce, only during electrical stimulation, voluntary flexion on command at the hip, knee, and ankle, but not against gravity. Mechanisms for this regained movement include residual supraspinal or propriospinal input that was brought into play by increasing the excitability of just enough of the lower motor neuron pools to produce these movements, much as practice increases excitability in less impaired persons. If indeed the exogenous stimulation unmasked such pathways, the experiment also points to the clinical limitations in detection of residual descending axons in paralyzed patients. On the other hand, greater spinal motor pool excitation from electrical stimulation could have simply augmented the ability of the subject to initiate a flexor reflex with, for example, abdominal strain. Much more work needs to be carefully carried out before an RCT of invasive epidural stimulation should go forward to augment training in highly impaired patients. The notion of the CPG as a target for BWSTT and RAST, however, does gain credence from all of these studies.

**Task-Oriented Massed Practice**

BWSTT and RAST also seemed to offer an ideal method to facilitate massed practice of stepping and allow patients to focus on the kinematics of gait. Motor learning, in contrast to compensatory approaches to rehabilitation, stresses reusing the affected neural networks and spared pathways that contribute to motor control. Supporting the patient in an upright position that would not collapse a paretic leg during stance, for example, and engraining the timing of gait by the moving TM belt might enable greater practice of stepping.

**Practice intensity is surprisingly modest under usual rehabilitation training** and could be considerably greater. Although the quantity of practice appears to increase the effect size of a walking intervention, few trials incorporate repetition of task practice based on prior dose–response studies. Thus, how much repetition is enough goes undocumented. In addition to task-specific repetition, sensory feedback and feedback about performance are thought to enhance the effects of practice. These aspects of training were not specified in pilot studies.

Task-related, task-specific, and task-oriented training sound like the optimal strategy to improve a specific motor skill. This approach represents how we learn to hit a tennis ball, by practice with a tennis racquet rather than practice hitting golf balls with a club. Task-oriented training is not necessarily the same as task-specific training, however. Even in learning to play tennis, better footwork, an important component of play, can be practiced without a racquet and ball, by moving about playing basketball, squash, or boxing. Unfortunately, clinicians do not know all the components that make up a motor skill, especially within the context of reduced neural substrate. Thus, the components of task-oriented training need to be better described to be able to judge their contributions; multiple interventions may be needed to hone those components.

The treadmill and available commercial robotic devices include task components that do not necessarily replicate the lower extremity biomechanics of walking OG. For example, some lateral sway is inevitable on a TM with BWS, so this aspect of training differs from OGT. Visuospatial and optic flow signals are also quite different compared with OGT. The amount of force delivered by the hand of the therapist to extend the knee or prevent toe drag at the initiation of swing will vary across therapists. How well, in terms of learning, the subject responds to cues from a therapist while being assisted in BWSTT is uncertain. Most important, studies have not demonstrated that therapists have teased out how the training of component tasks on a belt or device can be translated into OG practice and vice versa, that is, how temporal and spatial components of walking and postural control that seem impaired OG can be retrained on a TM or robot. Indeed, BWSTT and present-day adjustments of the parameters that can be manipulated for RAST seem to rely on the same observations that therapists ordinarily use to cue patients during OG practice—foot clearance, knee extensor support in stance, timing of hip flexion for swing, and so on. Thus, it may not be so surprising to find that the devices offer no greater opportunity for motor learning than thoughtful OG physical therapy, despite the potential for more step repetitions. Most important, the trainers of patients receiving BWSTT and present-day robotics cannot easily judge how engaged each subject remains during practice sessions. The belt or robotic keeps moving and the hands of therapists or the motors of devices keep churning, even when disabled subjects do not concentrate, self-assess, and put themselves into a state to learn. Progress in rehabilitation requires procedural and declarative learning and both demand attention. Inattention may be easier to spot during OG training.
Neuroplasticity

Skills practice and exercise have received much support from animal models and functional imaging studies of patients with stroke, multiple sclerosis, and SCI. Practice produces neural network adaptations, usually in association with gains in function or motor control.\(^{38,54-56}\) These findings were also found after training on a TM or robotic device.\(^{38,54,56-61}\) The brain-behavior changes, however, do not necessarily have a causal relationship. Thus, cortical adaptations after training may suggest that the motor network was engaged by training, but neural representational plasticity itself is not evidence for efficacy of the training. Too many rehabilitation pilot studies claim to alter plasticity, as if plasticity is an acceptable surrogate for functional gains.

Early Races

Initial pilot studies in the early 1990s chose patients who had very limited stepping ability after an American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) C SCI or hemiplegic stroke. Participants who were trained on a TM with BWS seemed to do better than expected compared to the prior experience of the investigators or to historical controls who had received conventional rehabilitation with parallel bar support, bracing, assistive devices, and OGT.\(^{62-65}\) These and many other pilot studies, however, suffered from the usual confounders of early proof-of-concept studies, including participant selection bias; small sample sizes; absence of an active comparison intervention for control subjects; varied outcome measures; widely different subgroups in terms of amount of impairment and disability and the cause of a myelopathy or location of a stroke; variations in the intervention across research sites; lack of blinded outcomes, treatments, or assessments; statistical methods that compared pretesting and posttesting within groups rather than between a treated group and a control group; and multiple outcome measures without statistical correction for multiple tests of inference.\(^{66}\)

In addition, patients with chronic SCI or stroke were often chosen as participants in pilot studies, based on the assumption that chronic impairment means an unchanging level of impairment and disability. These participants were likely to have been sedentary with subsequent loss of strength and conditioning over time. They may not have been practicing ways to improve their mobility after the end of formal rehabilitation, months to years earlier. Thus, providing structure and progressive therapy for walking, strengthening, and conditioning or balance and gait training to improve standing and walking could have helped a chronically impaired person to make modest gains. This notion of disuse deterioration that can be quickly reversed by any form of rehabilitation would be especially likely in patients who retain some motor control and capacity for motor learning. Without a control intervention group, an investigator cannot assume that a gain is specific to the experimental intervention.

Among other issues in early studies, the measure of test–retest gains made by participants may have reached statistical significance but may not have improved the number of bouts and distances walked during daily activities. Indeed, by improving the degree of independence in walking a short distance (measured by the oft-used Functional Ambulation Classification) or revealing a modest gain in walking speed over 10 m or in the distance walked in a fixed time (2-6 minutes), an investigator still has not shown that these outcomes necessarily move the participant to a higher level of home or community walking ability and daily activity.\(^{67}\) In addition, outcomes that are statistically significant have higher odds of being fully reported than studies that do not reveal superiority.\(^{68}\) Also, during these pilot studies, the investigators could not assess how much more than usual their subjects practiced beyond the time of formal BWSTT. Motivation to increase daily activity simply by participating in a study may have been a critical component for progress in chronically impaired persons.

These potential biases in pilot studies put the wind behind the horses of BWSTT and later RAST. Still, the conceptual bases for BWSTT and its cousin, robotic steppers, were and continue to be scientifically reasonable. By informed intuition, both strategies looked like sure winners, perhaps unbeatable racehorses. Rehabilitation strategies, however, should only gain acceptance when a well-defined experimental intervention is better than an active therapeutic intervention in a controlled RCT with blinded outcomes. Indeed, several such trials are usually necessary before the treatment is crowned. Instead, despite the shortcomings of early pilot studies, commercial BWS systems and electromechanical robotic steppers became widely available and adopted for routine use in clinics. SCILT and LEAPS, along with nearly all RCTs that included at least 25 subjects in each arm, however, found no clear advantage of BWSTT or robotics. Are bets being placed, then, after the race is over?

One recent report did find a higher Functional Ambulatory Category (FAC) for patients with subacute stroke who practiced on the electromechanical GaitTrainer (Rehastim, Berlin, Germany).\(^{69}\) Unfortunately, the FAC reflects only an untimed 25-foot walk. Another RCT included 12 subjects in each of 4 subgroups in a 2 × 2 matrix: higher versus lower Motricity Index and RAST versus conventional training for the initial 4 weeks of a 100-day inpatient stroke rehabilitation stay.\(^{70}\) The lower Motricity Index robotic group improved more by the FAC, but both the conventional and the robotic groups still had low walking speeds of <0.4 m/s at completion 4 months poststroke. So, perhaps the most impaired subjects, who still retain some as yet uncertain level of motor control, could be a subgroup that may benefit from BWSTT or RAST, but a 24-subject comparison is no more than a pilot study.
Other trials have also searched for predictors of potential responders to BWSTT and RAST. When your horse does not come into the money, it is a natural response to seek reasons other than the fact that the other horses that won or tied were better or as good as yours. For example, does severity of walking impairment or the time from onset to intervention matter? LEAPS was designed to test both higher versus lower severity based on initial walking speed (<0.4 m/s and <0.8 m/s), as well as the optimal timing of BWSTT (starting 2 months or 6 months after onset). The home-based exercise program was similar to BWSTT in all outcome measurements of this 400-subject trial. Only half leaped to a higher walking classification, and those who did so initially walked at speeds that were closest to the 0.4 or 0.8 m/s boundaries. As in other trials after stroke and SCI, a higher initial level of motor control was the best predictor of achieving independent walking at a faster walking speed. Behavioral measures of motor control after stroke and SCI could benefit from better physiological or anatomical information about the amount of spared corticospinal tract at the level of the internal capsule or perilesional cord. An objective measure would augment the sensorimotor examination to better stratify subjects in an RCT.

Although not documented in reports of trials, our personal experience from pilot studies is that subjects with stroke or SCI who do not practice beyond therapy times with either BWSTT or RAST will be far less likely to improve compared with those who practice at home. Carryover for any walking intervention seems essential for better home and community walking. Fear of falling also inhibits practice unless addressed. Patients with visuospatial and visual field deficits, spatial inattention or hemineglect, cognitive impairment that causes poor recall and planning, aphasia that impairs comprehension, and hemisensory loss have usually been eliminated by clinical trial entry criteria. Unfortunately, many such disabled persons need better strategies to recover independent walking. Inherent in their exclusion is the fact that generalization of the results of BWSTT and RAST to date to the general population of patients who walk poorly is moot.

Additional uncontrolled, multicenter, observational studies were recently reported but do not answer any of the important questions about the utility of BWSTT or RAST. A wide range of subacute and chronic AIS C and D patients in the Reeve Foundation’s NeuroRecovery Network were given the most updated version of LT and BWSTT from the therapy group that managed the SCILT and LEAPS trials. The 7 sites provided their standardized BWSTT and OGT interventions for 20 to 250 sessions starting 28 to 650 days after onset. The AIS C group improved its walking speed from an initial 0.05 to a mean 0.18 ± 0.3 m/s, and the AIS D group improved from an initial 0.44 to a mean 0.68 ± 0.5 m/s. The results confirm that less impaired subjects, those graded AIS D, are likely to improve more than AIS C subjects, but little else. Aside from losing the opportunity to produce an RCT to determine the efficacy of their demanding intervention, the investigators did not examine the functional impact of their training in this very heterogeneous but very large convenience sample of 176 participants. In a trial of RAST that also lacked a conventionally managed control group, investigators randomly assigned 46 participants to the Lokomat and 84 to the GaitTrainer. The subjects had AIS C or D myelopathies, most <1 year duration, and received 40 training sessions over 8 weeks. As in the NeuroRecovery participants, about half did not have a traumatic SCI, which puts the baseline stability of the subjects in question. Mean walking speeds increased from an initial <0.1 to a final 0.26 m/s in the 2 groups. Unfortunately, these 2 quasiexperimental studies with a total of 300 subjects offer no new information about whether BWSTT or robotics can be better or equivalent to OG training alone, despite the fact that they consumed the considerable time and cost of therapists and disabled patients.

In the absence of studies demonstrating the superiority of the NeuroRecovery Network’s LT, proponents continue to position this therapy as one that should be embraced in practice. They continue to offer training and certification of therapists in the delivery of BWSTT and LT, along with case reports and a manual/textbook disseminating methods and recommendations for practice. This approach is a throwback to the days of the self-described experts who endorsed and taught Rood or Bobath therapy and begs us to reconsider the definition of evidence-based practices by clinicians. We trust that no further uncontrolled trials will be undertaken.

Thoroughbred or Workhorse?

We thought we had a thoroughbred intervention with BWSTT, but the races to date reveal just another workhorse. The same holds for RAST. Great excitement in rehabilitation circles was generated initially by the notion that this style of therapy incorporated the new icons of CPGs, task-oriented practice, repetition, and neuroplasticity. Indeed, along with constraint-induced movement therapy for the upper extremity that was drawn from an unrelated animal model, researchers and practitioners in the 1990s rediscovered that their interventions had a scientific basis. As Einstein is attributed to have said, however, “Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted.”

In retrospect, much was not taken into account. Here are some persisting questions. How can progressive, repetitive practice on devices augment how a therapist trains skills and problem-solving for walking? Massed practice of the same action has its limitations. Novel situations and feedback about components of errant stepping, as well as global feedback about performance, are likely to drive learning.
Do BWSTT and RAST enable learning? How can motor learning opportunities be incorporated within the peculiar constraints of device training? For example, can future robotic control algorithms be altered from moving the legs through a kinematically normal pattern to a more physiologically meaningful path that permits errors of balance and step pattern that subjects can try to correct to better enable motor learning? Can the participation and cognitive engagement of the patient be better assured so that BWSTT and RAST effectively push the challenge point for motor learning? For example, the more sophisticated RAST machines employ assist-as-needed controllers, but no simple solution exists so far to ensure that the subject is not merely riding along. When engagement of CPGs was the primary goal of RAST, cognitive aspects of motor learning were not considered to be crucial.

Can gait deviations detected during over-ground walking, such as the timing and angle of hip flexion for swing or the extent of knee extension with loading during single-limb stance, be manipulated and improved during BWSTT and RAST? Also, what is the therapeutic bridging strategy between the device and OGT? The interaction of LT with BWSTT, for example, has not paid off to date. Could the context of training on mechanical devices negatively affect the extension of what is being trained for the challenges of walking and balance in daily activities? Studies have yet to show that patients can respond to feedback about any aspect of the step cycle while the legs are being moved electromechanically or by hand. In our experience, for example, participants with hemiplegia on the Lokomat could not respond quickly enough to a feedback signal that aimed to cue them to initiate hip flexion at the moment of toe-off.

As for all neurorehabilitation interventions, can we establish specific functional goals that are meaningful to the patient and measure progress in real-world settings? Do these programs lead to progress in health-related quality of life that is significant enough to warrant the hard, long, and costly therapy sessions? How long will any achieved progress last, beyond those exercise sessions? How will practice on a device interact with better proven and still unproven options for the rehabilitation of motor control? To date, it is unclear how BWSTT and RAST will contribute to a multidimensional strategy for the rehabilitation of mobility.

BWSTT and RAST may yet provide a tool to augment walking skills. The devices could put severely impaired patients in position to be able to practice with much assistance when combined with additional simultaneous interventions such as neural repair, spinal cord, and functional electrical stimulation of lower extremity muscles to perhaps promote Hebbian plasticity. Treadmill exercise, with or without a robotic device, that enables aerobic exercise could offer potential advantages for more severely disabled persons. To date, however, we have an expensive workhorse that can be further tested, but probably will never grow into the crowned thoroughbred we sought.

Racing Futures

To date, BWSTT and RAST have not answered the need for better than presently available, evidence-based interventions to improve walking capabilities in clinically important ways. Their underlying mechanistic icons, including spinal cord and neural plasticity, repetitive task-specific practice, and optimizingafferent inputs and kinematics, have not come up lame but have not proven powerful enough to place patients in the money. The results of partial and complete SCI in animal models and quasi-experimental pilot studies were promising, but did not hold up when compared with equally progressive OGT and exercise. The accumulated lessons over the past 20 years, however, may lead to ideas for future interventions for walking. Here, we describe a few possible lessons.

Animal models of human disease are informative about a hypothesized, isolated biological process, but translation of results to neurorehabilitation may be no more successful than models of acute stroke and SCI have been for predicting the results of pharmacological trials for neuroprotection. For behavioral interventions, animal models have even greater limitations in going from bench to bedside. For example, the data that underlie the impact of sensory modulation for TM stepping after spinal cord transection do not prove that use of assistive devices or exclusive OGT for patients can interfere with learning-related sensory input or could slow progress toward achieving the goal of energy-efficient walking.

More structured experimental staging of ideas and pilot data need to predate RCTs in neurorehabilitation. These early studies at the least ought to suggest the likely effect size of the intervention when compared with control subjects who receive a relevant parallel treatment. Before mass production of expensive robotic devices, better strategies to test them for possible efficacy are necessary. Simply designed, randomized trials with as few as 25 homogeneous subjects in the RAST and in another active treatment may be enough to obtain a large enough effect size to suggest whether production ought to proceed. This strategy may also lead to clinically important improvements in the design of the device.

There is no need to deploy experimental training methods for most patients who walk at speeds >0.8 m/s, even if normal casual walking speeds are at least 50% higher. Experimental treatments in neurorehabilitation should be reserved for the most impaired and disabled who still have enough voluntary motor control to be trainable.

The environmental context of training may matter, especially given the response to home-based balance and strengthening exercises in LEAPS. Interventions that require equipment may put patients outside of the usual context of real-world demands. Structured, home-based training may have the advantage of practice within personal space, where environmental challenges can be overcome, problem
solving is highly motivated, and patients can most easily incorporate additional practice outside of formal therapy sessions. The therapist can use the client’s chairs, stairs, and neighborhood to encourage gains that prevent a sedentary lifestyle. Practice in the home may represent task-specificity far better than treadmill or robotic step training and care in the unfamiliar environs of a clinic. This notion needs near-term testing. Indeed, task-specificity seems less well definable than previously considered by experts in neurorehabilitation.

Combinational therapies ought to be promoted, even in RCTs of a novel intervention. For example, the conventional and experimental treatments could include strengthening, conditioning, and balance exercises.80

Outcome measurements during pilot studies and RCTs may not be served as well as thought by tools such as the 6-minute walking distance and the walking speed over a short distance.94 In the near future, practice will be monitored remotely to track the daily number of bouts of walking and exercise, as well as the speeds and distances walked in the home and community. Indeed, wearable, wireless motion sensors that are interpreted by machine-learning, activity pattern-recognition algorithms will provide clinicians with insight and patients with feedback via connections to smartphones.85-97 They will also provide RCTs with clinically meaningful, ratio scale outcome measurements drawn from real-world settings.

A Finish Line

Confirmation bias leads many of us to seize on facts that bolster our preconceptions and to overlook contradictory data. Our nature is to promote what we find, even if further study and reflection might reduce its significance. BWSTT, RAST, and LT have been placed on the racetrack of well-conducted RCTs. They are not big winners or big losers. Rehabilitation research has shown that these seemingly conceptually sound, well-defined interventions are as likely to be no better, incrementally better, or incrementally worse than similar conventional workhorses. These strategies, at best, are better than no intervention but not superior in conception, cost, or outcomes to other forms of goal-directed, progressive, and well-dosed therapy. Yet patients are still being led to spend 50 to 200 hours in BWSTT to try to achieve gains, and early generation robotics are selling well. If truly valuable gains for patients were being made, cost-effectiveness studies and the numbers needed to treat to reach those gains would have to be weighed by society, before it paid to bet. For now, no such data exist. Perhaps these patients ought to be encouraged to spend their time transitioning to home-based and community-based physical therapy and activity programs to improve motor control, balance, strength, endurance, and disability-related problem solving. This approach may empower them for sustained activity and community reintegration.

It may be time to stop promoting LT, BWSTT, and presently available RAST as unbeatable horses for the “right” patient. At most, rehabilitation researchers can include these techniques as part of a team of specialty workhorses running on the racetrack of future scientific trials for highly disabled persons. For hemiplegic and paraplegic persons and their families to commit to lengthy and expensive courses of training that have not met intended goals over the past 20 years is to mislead them with hope. Instead, clinicians should provide them with treatments that have successfully run the race of best clinical evidence. In the face of the challenges of costly, high-technology health care, we wonder whether these step-training devices, as well as spinal cord electrical stimulation, will ever decisively win a race of efficacy or cost-effectiveness.

Scientific studies are self-correcting over time as basic and clinical information accrues. What has been learned from these locomotor trials to date must be reexamined if neurorehabilitationists are going to be able to further improve the odds that their wagers will pay off for disabled persons.
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